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OLD YEARS SHOW UP Well IN PRAGRICE
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BASKETBALL SQUAD PICKED BY COACH

Another attempt to stabilize cus
toms and traditions of Iowa has fall-

en on the board. The Iowans had a list of restrictions that they

gave place to going on themselves, but when sophomores made an at-

tempt to dictate the style of cap that should year, the movement which

was started, died. But one of the caps selected has been

seen on the Es. A freshman who understood that it wasn’t the cap he had

started, his room mates, with wise

Sophomores, already passed away from fear that he might have to oth.

V.A.T.'S INSTALL

CHAPTER THIS WEEK

PROVINCE CONCLUDES TO BE

SHEED ADOPTING

Legislation is expected to be

adopted by the Iowan and

Colleges

same day.

A. T. O.'s install

CHAPTER THIS WEEK

province concludes to be

headed a "new" chapter.

State and local chapters of the

national fraternity, Alpha Tau Omega,

will be the play-group chapters of

Alpha Tau Omega on the United

States and Canada. The chapter is

in Ames, Iowa, and now has chapters

at Ames and Slipson. Thos.

state and College chapters fre-

quently held for the services.

SHOWS TYPHOID DANGER

Taft, F. B. Ford, Epidemiologist.

SPEAKS BEFORE WATER WORKS MEN

At the meeting of the Iowa sec-

tion of the American Waterworks

Association Friday night, Dr. Mark A.

Ford, state epidemiologist, addressed

the association on the "Relation of

the Epidemiologist to Water Supply and Public Health.

The Iowan

must be returned to each member

of the Chapter.

THE EIGHTH FRESHMAN TRADITION

The installation, together with the presentation of the new

coaches, will be held Thursday

and by an instal-

Riverside, on the 2nd. The in-

stallation program will take place on Thursday and will be fol-

lowed by an informal smoker in the evening.

The evening meeting will be called to order in the

University, and that railroad fare,

is to be returned to each member

of the Chapter.

LADY GREGORY MONDAY NIGHT

On Monday evening Lady Gregory, the distinguished Irish playwright, will

be featured in the Iowa City sani-

ty lecture. Lady Gregory is famous for her fine plays and for her succes-

sful efforts to revive the literature of Ireland. She is a national literati,

in this city, this under the

weeping of the little literary motive.

A new class will finish the course before Christmas.
A Distinguished Victory

To the deans who represent Iowa on the platform Friday night, congratulations! The magnificent distinction of Minnesota was a delicious palliative for the injury caused to our pride by the defeat at Minneapolis on long ago and a gratifying assurance of the good quality of Iowa debating. The Iowa defeat was a savagely whipped labor. When a debating team considers one of the Judges that it is right to show that it is capable of playing well. In getting four votes out of a possible six in the two debates, the Iowa debaters showed themselves splendid representatives of their university.

The members of the team are really entitled to much credit. As conducted, Iowa debating is not, for, if once was a game in which a touch screen is not applicable to present material of the state university. The debating members have done their share of the work and the country. Mr. Glassman, Mr. Leonard Rucker, and their official assistants have done their part. To all of them is the proper proportion of the credit due.

Traditions of Inter-collegiate soccer, good college soccer, great conference, and Iowa must have lived up to its reputation. The Daily Iowan is jubilant in glory in the fact that Iowa is able to meet Illinois and Minnesota and other great universities in debate with some assurance that an even contest, if not a decisive one, a four days, Friday night, a declarative victory may be the result. The debate's outcome will not be a success due to many "Who-who-what?" as the doomsday of Minnesota in football would prove, but it is in every way as the absence of individual arrogance will be credited in the respect of the student body and of the state as a whole in the permanent good of the nation and for the security future influence.

APPROVES LAYMAN EXHIBIT

C. J. Mary of West Newton, Mass., president of the natural history society in one of his pamphlets, "Records of Walks and Talks with Nature," the following: "Although the fact that a scientific expedition under the auspices of the State University of Iowa, aided by the United States government, had been carried, as Layman claims, the part, 1911, in order to study the wonder, Aavan from there, it is not as generally known that there is at least equally wonderful vegetation on the island in the central museum of the State University of Iowa.

Flora and fauna characterize the approach and in paintings that beautiful vegetation was installed. It took Professor Dill and his assistants, three years of magnificent labor to complete it. Professor Dill and his assistants were to be congratulated upon the beauty perfect.
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The senior team was:

The committee which is in the bird hall, this guest of W. Ames, E. C. Wolcott of L L':. at the present time. There are only California condor, one of the rarest museum told me of after much who he thought had one. I went the liberal arts building to arrange session of the birds, I finally seem to object seriously to m. on GETS ngcd for an option on all of the days, from 2 to 3 and from 11 to 12. At the end of the first half the second year student had overwhelmed the more designated class team 13 to 2, but the fourth year quintette came back stronger in the last two periods and almost twice as busy quarters as their underclassmen.

The senior team was C. H. Snyder, Stephan Zittel, E. G. Blackstone, W. G. Rodgers, B. R. Webster, Martin Martinovich, and Karl Hoffman; the sophomore team was Glen Thomas, Harvey Hilt, Howard McKeen, Thomas Mathew, Frank Moncur, and Carl Hustler.

SUMMARY—goes field: day 2, Brehm, Hoffman, Thomas S. Winter, Mathew, Martinovich, Snyder 2. Snyder, McKeen, Hiltcher.

School—Friedrich Zwickel.

The second game of literary and literary team interclass contest will be played at the orchestra Monday, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m. between the senior and freshman.

Teaching Positions Open

Young People To Supply Heavy Demand for Teachers for Second Semester

The committee on recommendations of the university has learned a notice that all persons wishing teaching positions for the second semester may call at room 216 of the liberal arts building to arrange with the college of education, Dr. W. A. Jessop, for registration.

The committee received many calls of this time of year from schools over the state and elsewhere for the public schools. The openings were due to the fact that most of the teaching now employed was for, various purposes, and also that in many cases a large enrollment keeps increased teaching staff necessary. The institutions now are that an unusually large number of calls for teachers will occur in this month and the early part of January.

President to Address Clubs

President Moncur will be the principal speaker before the Minnesota federation of women’s clubs at the mid-winter meeting, in St. Paul Feb. 12.

A poetry club has been organized among the students in literature. The students have already been secured for the month of December, and plans are being laid for the continuation of literary interest among students and faculty.

Ground has been broken at Grimsby for a new gymnasium building. Compiled classroom conditions evidence an immediate need for another space.

Dedication Day将是:

The price $2 can convey but a faint idea of how very pretty and thoroughly desirable these Blouses are--Were you to see these Blouses and not be informed as to the price—you would naturally think that they cost somewhat more than $2.00. The fact is, however, that they are one of the most marvelously closely and artfully seen at higher prices. They are bought favorably--and in accordance with our established policy—the benefit is passed on to our patrons. At this price—you can always feel sure of getting Blouses here that are very, very, unusual.

Your are packed in Christmas boxes and will make ideal gifts.

The Welworth Blouse at $2 sold here exclusively.

Frank Speight in

DAVID COPPERFIELD

CITY BAKERY

FLOWERS

ALDOUS PHONE 1117

BOOTH SHOE SHOP

225 So. Dubuque St.

Let Us Fix Your Shoes

Gothic The New

ARROW COLLAR

IT MAKES THE CRAFT

ARROW SHIRTS

Sold by

SPEIDEL BROS

228 E. Washington Street

THE NEW STORE

Dressing Room for the Celibration and Freshmen Parties

Greatly Reduced Prices on Suits and Millinery

THE FASHION SHOP

205 E. Washington Street

DRESSEND AND PLAIN SILK PETTICOATS

MEN MUST LEARN TO SWIM

Director Schroeder holds Unlimited

Regulations Tied To Handle

Crowd

Director Schroeder has handed an ultimatum to the men taking physical training. Even though a number of them are not required to learn to swim before he will be given credit for his work. The swimming classes are now at work under the direction of Mr. W. L. Welsch.

The swimming pool will be open to general use only during the time announced in the swimming schedule.

From 11:15 to 12:45 each day during the coming week, including Saturdays, from 2 to 4 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays from 3 to 5 p.m., from 4 to 6 p.m. and from 8:15 to 8:45 p.m. on Tuesdays, from 2 to 3 and from 4 to 5 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

The pool has been crowded almost all of the time since it was first opened, as many as 400 men using the pool in a single day.

GETS CORDON FOR MUSEUM

After much effort, Director H. D. Has spectum of Rare Bird Egg

Honor H. D. Will has just received a California condor, one of the rarest and most difficult species to catch at the present time. There are only about a half dozen museums in the country in possession of one of these birds.

"While I was in the west this past summer," said Professor Dill, "I visited all of the museums on the coast in order to get a condor. I was just about to give up, when a man in the Golden Gate Park museum told me of a Dr. Killean, who he thought had one. I went to see Dr. Killean, and although that visit proved abortive to popular people outside of California getting possession of the birds, I finally arrived so far as it will it could return to Iowa. Upon my return I found that the university did not have enough money to purchase the bird but a friend of mine advanced the money that we might have the condor to add to our series of rare birds.

Next to the passenger pigeons, which is the bird hall, this sender is one of the museum’s rarest specimens.

CHICAGO FAVOR WELP HELP

Calls with Robins for Next Week’s Campaign in Party

The Rev. Edward S. Ames, pastor of Hyde Park Christian church, Chi, has been secured as chairman of the Ram of the Robbins campaign. Dr. Ames is prominent in Chicago, more as church leader and social service worker. He will be chairman of the Christian church both morning and evening, Sunday, Dec. 12. Among other things he will be better known the Robbins campaign are Fred Heman, general secretary Y. M. C. A., Ames, E. C. Wieland, chief city of Chicago, W. W. Goltman, general secretary of Illinois. Mr. Gottman is a member of Sigma Chi and will be at the head of that fraternity here.

SOPHOMORES DEFEAT SENIORS

Sophomores Win in Second Half—Juvenes and Seniors To Play Monday

The liberal arts sophomore defeated the seniors of that college in the first half of the interservice game of the season yesterday morning by the score of 16 to 1. At the end of the first half the second year student had overwhelmed the more designated class team 13 to 2, but the fourth year quintette came back stronger in the last two periods and almost twice as busy quarters as their underclassmen.

The senior team was C. H. Snyder, Stephan Zittel, E. G. Blackstone, W. G. Rodgers, B. R. Webster, Martin Martinovich, and Karl Hoffman; the sophomore team was Glen Thomas, Harvey Hilt, Howard McKeen, Thomas Mathew, Frank Moncur, and Carl Hustler.

SUMMARY—goes field: day 2, Brehm, Hoffman, Thomas S. Winter, Mathew, Martinovich, Snyder 2. Snyder, McKeen, Hiltcher.

School—Friedrich Zwickel.

The second game of literary and literary team interclass contest will be played at the orchestra Monday, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m. between the senior and freshman.

Teaching Positions Open

Young People To Supply Heavy Demand for Teachers for Second Semester

The committee on recommendations of the university has learned a notice that all persons wishing teaching positions for the second semester may call at room 216 of the liberal arts building to arrange with the college of education, Dr. W. A. Jessop, for registration.

The committee received many calls of this time of year from schools over the state and elsewhere for the public schools. The openings were due to the fact that most of the teaching now employed was for, various purposes, and also that in many cases a large enrollment keeps increased teaching staff necessary. The institutions now are that an unusually large number of calls for teachers will occur in this month and the early part of January.

President to Address Clubs

President Moncur will be the principal speaker before the Minnesota federation of women’s clubs at the mid-winter meeting, in St. Paul Feb. 12.

A poetry club has been organized among the students in literature. The students have already been secured for the month of December, and plans are being laid for the continuation of literary interest among students and faculty.

Ground has been broken at Grimsby for a new gymnasium building. Compiled classroom conditions evidence an immediate need for another space.

Dedication Day is:

The price $2 can convey but a faint idea of how very pretty and thoroughly desirable these Blouses are--Were you to see these Blouses and not be informed as to the price—you would naturally think that they cost somewhat more than $2.00. The fact is, however, that they are one of the most marvelously closely and artfully seen at higher prices. They are bought favorably--and in accordance with our established policy—the benefit is passed on to our patrons. At this price—you can always feel sure of getting Blouses here that are very, very, unusual.

Your are packed in Christmas boxes and will make ideal gifts.

The Welworth Blouse at $2 sold here exclusively.